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Abstrat We present and ompare four e�ient quadrati, omparison-based algorithms for small

arrays and (for three of them) almost sorted inputs. In addition to the well-known insertion sort

and seletion sort, we analyze 2-insertion sort (a variation of insertion sort) and staksort (based

on seletion sort). We show that the new algorithms perform fewer omparisons on average than

their original versions. The theoretial analysis is on�rmed by experimental data, whih inlude

promising results onerning the use of 2-insertion sort in onjuntion with quiksort.

Keywords: Sorting; Algorithms; Insertion Sort; 2-Insertion Sort; Staksort.

Resumo Esta monogra�a apresenta e ompara quatro algoritmos quadrátios baseados em om-

parações que são e�ientes para o tratamento de vetores pequenos e (no aso de três dos métodos)

para entradas quase ordenadas. Além dos onheidos insertion sort e seletion sort, também são

analisados os algoritmos 2-insertion sort (uma variação do insertion sort) e staksort (baseado no

seletion sort). Demonstra-se que os novos algoritmos propostos exeutam menos omparações em

média que as respetivas versões originais. A análise teória é on�rmada por dados experimentais,

que inluem resultados promissores sobre o uso do algoritmo 2-insertion sort om o quiksort.

Palavras-have: Ordenação; Algoritmos; Insertion Sort; 2-Insertion Sort; Staksort.



1 Introdution

The most generi sorting algorithms are those based solely on omparisons between the elements,

without assuming anything about how the keys are represented or about the distribution of the input

data. The simplest algorithms of that kind are quadrati: this inludes seletion sort, insertion sort

and bubble sort, to mention a few. Most elaborate algorithms, suh as mergesort and heapsort, have

O(n logn) worst ase running time, whih is optimal.

Optimal algorithms are undoubtedly the best hoie for sorting large arrays, but they are often

slower than quadrati algorithms for small instanes. This is so beause the onstants and lower-

order terms hidden in the O notation are usually higher for more omplex algorithms. This fat

has already been notied and sometimes is used to speed up the optimal algorithms. Sedgewik [2℄,

for instane, suggests that insertion sort is used to proess the smaller subproblems generated by

quiksort.

This work analyzes and ompares four of the fastest quadrati omparison-based sorting algo-

rithms. Setion 2 brie�y disusses the performane of two very well-known algorithms, seletion

sort and insertion sort. Then we present two variations of these algorithms: staksort (setion 3)

and 2-insertion sort (setion 4). Setion 5 summarizes the theoretial results and ompares the

algorithms. In setion 6, we use experimental data (inluding tests with quiksort) to extend the

omparative evaluation. Finally, setion 7 presents onluding remarks about this work and suggests

some extensions.

Notation and Conventions Let v[1℄; v[2℄; : : : ; v[n℄ be the input array to be sorted in nondereas-

ing order. Position 0 is reserved for a sentinel, whenever needed.

The algorithms are evaluated primarily by the number of omparisons (C) they perform. Sine

for most algorithms this value depends not only on the number of elements (n), but also on their

original order, we evaluate the best (C

b

), average (C

a

) and worst (C

w

) ases whenever neessary.

2 Standard Algorithms

2.1 Seletion Sort

Seletion sort is one of the simplest sorting algorithms. In every iteration i, a linear searh determines

the position of the largest element of the unsorted part of the array, whih is swapped with the

urrent element in the position it should oupy in the sorted array, v[n� i+1℄. Figure 1 shows the

pseudoode for the algorithm.

Unlike other sorting algorithms, the number of omparisons made by seletion sort does not

depend on the original ordering of the input. There are n�1 iterations (the last element is determined

automatially). At iteration i, all but one of the elements of the unsorted part of the array are

ompared to another element (the urrent largest in this iteration). Thus, the total number of

omparisons (C) is:

C =

n�1

X

i=1

(n� i) =

n

2

2

�

n

2

: (1)

2.2 Insertion Sort

Another e�ient algorithm for small instanes is insertion sort. It also onsists of n � 1 iterations.

In the beginning of iteration i (1 � i � n � 1), the �rst i elements are already sorted and one has

to �nd the orret position for the element urrently in v[i + 1℄. Sine we are interested in small

instanes, we onsider the implementation of insertion sort using right-to-left linear searh in eah

iteration. For large instanes, binary searh would be a better hoie. The easiest way to guarantee
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01 proedure seletion(left, right) {

02 for i = left to right� 1 do {

03 maxpos  i;

04 maxval  v[i℄;

05 for j = i+ 1 to right do {

06 if (v[j℄ � maxval) then {

07 maxpos  j;

08 maxval  v[maxpos℄;

09 }

10 }

11 v[maxpos℄ v[i℄;

12 v[i℄ maxval;

13 }

14 }

Figure 1: Seletion Sort

that the linear searh will never go beyond the limits of the array is to insert a sentinel in position

0, i.e., we must hoose v[0℄ suh that v[0℄ � v[j℄;8j 2 f1 : : : ng. Figure 2 presents the pseudoode

for insertion sort.

01 proedure insertion(left,right) {

02 for i = left+ 1 to right do {

03 tmp v[i℄;

04 j  i� 1;

05 while (v[j℄ > tmp) do {

06 v[j + 1℄ v[j℄;

07 j  j � 1;

08 }

09 v[j + 1℄ tmp;

10 }

11 }

Figure 2: Insertion Sort

In the best ase (sorted inputs), eah iteration requires only one omparison to determine that

v[i+ 1℄ is already in its orret position. Summing over all iterations, we have:

C

b

=

n�1

X

i=1

1 = n� 1:

For reversely sorted input arrays, i+1 omparisons will be neessary in iteration i, sine the new

element will always be inserted into the �rst position of the sorted portion of the array (right after

the sentinel). Considering the entire exeution of the algorithm, the total number of omparisons in

the worst ase is:

C

w

=

n�1

X

i=1

(i+ 1) =

n

2

2

+

n

2

� 1:

For random inputs, the expeted number of omparisons in iteration i is the arithmeti mean

of the best and the worst ases: (i+2)/2. New elements are expeted to be inserted exatly in the
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middle of the sorted part of the array. Thus, the average number of omparisons performed by

insertion sort is:

C

a

=

n�1

X

i=1

s+ 2

2

=

n

2

4

+

3n

4

� 1: (2)

3 Staksort

Staksort is a seletion-based algorithm, in the sense that in eah iteration it selets an element to

be inserted in its �nal position. The algorithm is very similar to seletion sort: in the �rst iteration,

the largest element is determined and exhanged with the last element of the array. In the seond

iteration, the same is done to the seond largest element. In general, the i-th largest element is

determined in the i-th iteration,as in seletion sort. However, unlike seletion sort, staksort is

apable of using information gathered in previous iterations to speed up later ones.

3.1 Ine�ieny of Seletion Sort

Consider the exeution of seletion sort. In every iteration, we san the array from left to right to

determine the position of the largest element not yet proessed. This is done by keeping only the

position of the loal maximum, the largest element of the already sanned portion of the array. Let

maxpos be suh position. We start by setting maxpos  1. During the san, whenever we �nd an

element v[j℄ greater than maxpos, we make it the new loal maximum (maxpos j).

This strategy has a major soure of ine�ieny. Suppose the largest element found in iteration i

is in position p. Then, by the time iteration i+ 1 reahes position p, it will have performed exatly

the same omparisons as iteration i, sine elements in positions 1 to p�1 remain unhanged between

them. Moreover, the same loal maxima will be found and all of them, with the possible exeption

of one (the last), will eventually be disarded, as in the previous iterations.

3.2 The Algorithm

The motivation for staksort is to avoid suh redundant, useless omparisons. It does so by keeping

in a stak the positions of all loal maxima found sine the begining of the algorithm (and not yet

inserted into their �nal positions).

We start the algorithm with �1� in the stak, sine v[1℄ is the �rst loal maximum. The element

at the top of the stak is exatly the urrent value of maxpos. In the �rst iteration, whenever we �nd

an element v[p℄ greater than the v[maxpos℄, we push p onto the stak (thus making maxpos  p).

By the end of this iteration, the stak will ontain all loal maxima found. Furthermore, the value

at the top (maxpos) will be the position of the largest element in the array. As in seletion sort, we

swap v[n℄ (the element in the last position) and v[maxpos℄, and then remove maxpos from the stak.

So far, the omparisons required by staksort are exatly the ones that would be performed by

seletion sort for the same input. The di�erene between the algorithms appears in the iterations

that follow. Seletion sort would start sanning from position 1 again. Staksort, on the other hand,

an use the information gathered in previous iterations to start in a further position.

Consider the senario disussed for seletion sort: assume that the largest element found in a

given iteration i is in position p. In staksort, this means that, after sanning the array, p beame

the position at the top of the stak. Let q be the element (position) at the top after removal of

p. We know that q was inserted into the stak before p.Sine both p and q are positions of loal

maxima, q < p and v[q℄ � v[p℄.

Sine q is a loal maximum, there is no point in searhing for the maximum in positions 1 to q�1,

beause they annot ontain elements greater than v[q℄. Furthermore, sine q beame the element at

the top of the stak immediately after the removal of p, we an guarantee that no element between
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positions q and p is greater than v[q℄. If there were suh element, it would have been pushed onto

the stak after q. Therefore, we an also skip positions q + 1 to p� 1.

This is the reason why staksort an be more e�ient than seletion sort. In general, there is

no need to san the entire unsorted portion of the array in every iteration. Instead of starting the

searh for the maximum in the �rst position, as in seletion sort, we an start in p, the position of

the largest element found in the previous iteration.

Notie that, even though staksort does not avoid sans, it makes them shorter. A sanning

proedure similar to the one desribed for the �rst iteration must be arried out in the others. In a

given iteration i, the �rst andidate (maxpos) is the element at the top of the stak (q). Whenever

an element greater than v[maxpos℄ is found, we push it onto the stak and update maxpos. When

we reah the end of the unsorted part of the array, we swap v[maxpos℄ and v[n� s+1℄ and pop the

�rst element of the stak.

Implementation Issues One aspet that must be addressed when implementing staksort is the

fat that whenever the maximum of a given iteration i happens to be in the �rst position of the

array, the stak will be empty in the beginning of the next iteration. In this ase, we annot get the

�rst value of maxpos from the stak.

One way to deal with this would be to test if the stak is empty in the beginning of every iteration

and, if so, set maxpos  1 and start sanning from the seond position. Note that only one extra

test will be required in eah of the n � 1 iterations. This is far better than the O(n

2

) extra tests

required in versions of insertion sort that do not resort to sentinels.

But there is a better solution. If we an guaratee that v[0℄ is not larger than any element in

positions 1 to n, it an be used as a sentinel. Before starting the main loop of the algorithm, we

insert 0 into the stak, thus making v[0℄ the �rst loal maximum. This will guarantee that the stak

will never be empty. Although v[0℄ may be at the top of the stak in some iteration (even more

than one), it will be immediately replaed by v[1℄, sine v[1℄ will always be a loal maximum (by

de�nition, it is not smaller than the sentinel).

The pseudoode for staksort presented in �gure 3 uses the sentinel. Note that, sine it is a

generalized version of the algorithm that sorts the array from positions left to right, the sentinel

must be v[left � 1℄. One must also be aware that maxpos is used in a slightly di�erent way than

we have disussed. It does not ontain a opy of the element at the top of the stak, but must be

interpreted as a omplement to the stak. Whenever maxpos is updated during the san, its old

value is pushed onto the stak; whenever a position is removed from the stak, it is held in maxpos.

3.3 Analysis

The �rst iteration requires a full san of the array. We begin with the sentinel as the loal maximum

and update the value maxpos whenever larger elements are found. Sine every element must be

ompared to some loal maximum, the �rst iteration requires exatly n omparisons.

The number of omparisons performed in any subsequent iteration i depends on the position of

the maximum found in iteration i � 1. Let suh element be b(i� 1). Every element from position

b(i� 1) to n� i+ 1 (the last one of the unsorted part of the array) must be ompared to the loal

maximum. Hene, eah iteration requires n� i+ 1� b(i � 1) + 1 omparisons. Summing over the

remaining iterations (2 to n� 1), we have:

C = n+

n�1

X

i=2

[n� i� b(i� 1) + 2℄ =

n

2

2

+

3n

2

� 3�

n�2

X

s=1

b(i): (3)

The best ase of staksort ours when the input data is already sorted. In this ase, b(i) = n�i+1
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01 proedure staksort(left,right) {

02 stak.push(left�1);

03 lastpos  left ;

04 for i = right downto left + 1 do {

05 maxpos  stak.pop();

06 maxval  v[maxpos℄;

07 for j = lastpos to i do {

08 if (v[j℄ � maxval) then {

09 stak.push(maxpos);

10 maxpos  j;

11 maxval  v[maxpos℄;

12 }

13 }

14 v[maxpos℄ v[i℄;

15 v[i℄ maxval;

16 lastpos  maxpos ;

17 }

18 }

Figure 3: Staksort

and

C

b

=

n

2

2

+

3n

2

� 3�

n�2

X

i=1

(n� i+ 1) = n: (4)

Note that omparisons between elements of the array take plae only in the �rst iteration. In the

following ones, a single omparison between array indies (not onsidered in equation 3) is enough

to determine that the element is already in its �nal position.

We now onsider the average ase of the algorithm. For random input data, the maximum is

expeted to be exatly in the middle of the unsorted part of the array. Hene, the expeted value of

b(i) is

1

2

(n� i) + 1 (this expression takes into aount the fat that the �rst element is in v[1℄, not

v[0℄) and the average number of omparisons performed by staksort is

C

a

=

n

2

2

+

3n

2

� 3�

n�2

X

i=1

�

n� i

2

+ 1

�

=

n

2

4

+

3n

4

�

1

2

: (5)

In the worst ase, the algorithm behaves as seletion sort. The entire unsorted part of the array

must be sanned in every iteration, whih means that b(i) = 1 and

C

w

=

n

2

2

+

3n

2

� 3�

n�2

X

i=1

1 =

n

2

2

+

n

2

� 1: (6)

We note that the worst ase of the algorithm does not orrespond to reversely sorted input

arrays. In this ase, eah of the �rst bn=2 iterations redues the portion of the array that needs

to be sanned by two units and the remaining iterations are exeuted in onstant time. The atual

worst ase of the algorithm ours when the �rst element of the input is the maximum and the rest

of the array is already sorted.

The Stak Comparing the results obtained for staksort (equations 4, 5 and 6) to seletion sort

(equation 1), we notie that staksort has better performane for virtually every instane. However,

it relies on extra memory for the stak, whose size depends on the maximum number of loal maxima
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found during the exeution of the algorithm. It an be as low as one (for �almost sorted� inputs, the

worst ase of the algorithm), but as high as n (for sorted arrays). Not surprisingly, better running

times require larger staks.

Knuth [1℄ shows that the expeted number of loal maxima in random arrays with k elements is

H(k) = 1+1=2+ 1=3+ : : :+1=k. Therefore, in any given iteration i of the algorithm, the expeted

size of the stak will be H(n� i+ 1) = O(log n), whih is muh smaller then the O(n) worst ase.

An interesting harateristi of staksort is that it requires only �(n) stak operations, regardless

of the input array or the size of the stak. As �gure 3 shows, only one pop operation is performed

in eah of the n� 1 iterations. Sine the stak starts and ends the exeution with only one element

(the sentinel), the number of push operations is also limited to n� 1 (or to n, onsidering the initial

insertion of the sentinel).

4 2-Insertion Sort

2-insertion sort is a simple extension of insertion sort: instead of inserting one element at a time in

its �nal position, 2-insertion sort inserts two elements. In eah iteration i, the �rst two elements of

the unsorted part of the array (e

i

and e

i

+ 1) are ompared; let max be the larger of them and let

min be the smaller (note that only one omparison is needed to determine whih one is max and

whih is min).

We san the array from right to left, i.e., from e

i

� 1 to 0 (as in insertion sort, we assume that

there is a sentinel in v[0℄ suh that v[0℄ � v[j℄;8j 2 f1; 2; : : : ng). For eah position j in this interval,

we �rst ompare v[j℄ with max. If v[j℄ is greater, there is no need to ompare it with min, sine by

de�nition min � max. All we have to do is to transfer the element from position j to j + 2 (i.e.,

v[j + 2℄ v[j℄) in order to open some room for both max and min at the sorted part of the array.

There will be some index j for whih v[j℄ � max (in the worst ase, it will be 0, the sentinel).

When this happens, we simply set v[j + 2℄  max. Then we proede to the searh for the orret

position of min exatly as in the original insertion sort, but starting at the j-th position of the array.

Sine in eah iteration of 2-insertion sort two elements are inserted, only bn=2 iterations are

neessary to sort the array. When the number of elements is even, the algorithms begins with e

1

= 1;

when it is odd, it begins with e

1

= 2. This guarantees that there will be two elements to proess in

every iteration, inluding the last one.

4.1 Analysis

We already know that 2-insertion sort performs bn=2 iterations. In order to determine its average

ase behavior, we must alulate the number of omparisons omparisons performed in eah of these

iterations.

In a given iteration i, elements in positions e

i

and e

i

+1 are proessed. The value of e

i

depends

on the parity of n: e

i

= 2i � 1 + nn2;8s � 1 (nn2 denotes the remainder of the division of n by

2). One omparison determines min and max. Let r

i

be the position with the highest index in the

sorted part of the array that ontains an element not greater than min. Clearly, either r

i

= e

i

� 1

or v[r

i

℄ � min < v[r

i

+ 1℄. Eah element from e

i

� 1 down to r

i

will be ompared to min, max or

both. More preisely, one of them (v[j℄) will be ompared to both max and min; the other e

i

�r

i

�1

elements will be used in only one omparison, either with max (for those greater than v[j℄) or with

min (for those smaller than v[j℄). Thus, the overall number of omparisons in iteration i (

i

) is



i

= 1 + (e

i

� r

i

� 1) + 2 = e

i

� r

i

+ 2: (7)

Summing over all iterations, we an determine the number of omparisons performed along the

entire exeution of the algorithm:
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01 proedure insertion2 (left, right) {

02 for i = left+ (right � left+ 1) mod 2 to right do {

03 if (v[i℄ � v[i+ 1℄) then {min v[i℄; max v[i+ 1℄};

04 else {max v[i℄; min v[i+ 1℄};

05 j  i� 1;

06 while (v[j℄ > max) do {

07 v[j + 2℄ v[j℄;

08 j  j � 1;

09 }

10 v[j + 2℄ max;

11 while (v[j℄ > min) do {

12 v[j + 1℄ v[j℄;

13 j  j � 1;

14 }

15 v[j + 1℄ min;

16 }

17 }

Figure 4: 2-Insertion Sort

C =

bn=2

X

i=1

(e

i

� r

i

+ 2): (8)

Sine e

i

= 2i� 1 + nn2, C an be rewritten as

C =

bn=2

X

i=1

(2i� 1 + nn2� r

i

+ 2) =

bn=2

X

i=1

(2i� r

i

+ 1) +

j

n

2

k

(nn2): (9)

Equations 8 and 9 show that the atual performane of 2-insertion sort depends on the value

of r

i

, whih determines the best, the average, and the worst ases of the algorithm. Given those

expressions, we proeed to the analysis of the best, worst and average ases of the algorithm.

The best ase of 2-insertion sort ours when the array is already sorted. In terms of our notation,

r

i

= e

i

�1 in every iteration of the algorithm. From equation 8, the number of omparisons performed

is:

C

b

=

bn=2

X

i=1

[e

i

� (e

i

� 1) + 2℄ = 3

j

n

2

k

:

The worst ase of 2-insertion sort is also similar to that of insertion sort: an array sorted in

reverse (dereasing) order. This means that r

i

= 0 in every iteration i of the algorithm. From

equation 9,

C

w

=

bn=2

X

i=1

(2i+ 1) +

j

n

2

k

(nn2) =

n

2

4

+ n�

5(nn2)

4

:

We now examine the average ase of the algorithm, whih depends on the expeted value of r

i

(denoted by r

i

) for any given iteration i. Denote v[e

i

℄ and v[e

i+1

℄ (the �rst two elements of the

unsorted part of the array in iteration i) by a and b, respetively. For r

i

to be k (any value in the

interval [0; e

i

� 1℄), one of fa; bg must be inserted into the k-th position and the other into some

7



position l suh that l � k. By �nding the probability that r

i

is exatly k, for every possible k, we

will be able to determine r

i

.

Inluding the sentinel, there are e

i

elements in the sorted part of the array in the beginning of

iteration i. This means that there are exatly e

i

slots where a or b an be inserted: between v[0℄ and

v[1℄, v[1℄ and v[2℄, and so on; the last slot is right after v[e

i

� 1℄. Elements a and b an be inserted

in a single slot or in two di�erent slots. Hene, the number of possible on�gurations () after the

insertion of a and b is

 = (e

i

) +

�

e

i

2

�

= e

i

+

e

i

(e

i

� 1)

2

=

e

2

i

+ e

i

2

(10)

Note that r

i

will be k when one of the slots is the k-th and the other is greater than (or equal

to) k. Using equation 10 and the fat that there are e

i

� k on�gurations with this property for any

given k 2 f0 : : : e

i

� 1g, we an determine p

i

(k), the probability that r

i

is exatly k:

p

i

(k) =

e

i

� k

(e

2

i

+ e

i

)=2

The expeted value of r

i

follows immediately from this result:

r

i

=

e

i

�1

X

k=0

kp

i

(k) =

e

i

� 1

3

:

Finally, using this value in equation 9, we an determine de average number of omparisons

performed by 2-insertion sort:

C

a

=

bn=2

X

i=1

�

2i�

e

i

� 1

3

+ 1

�

+

j

n

2

k

(nn2) =

=

bn=2

X

i=1

�

2i�

2i� 2 + nn2

3

+ 1

�

+

j

n

2

k

(nn2) =

=

n

2

6

+

7n

6

�

4(nn2)

3

(11)

5 Comparative Analysis of the Algorithms

5.1 Comparisons

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained in previous setions. Seletion sort is the only algorithm

whose performane (number of omparisons) is ompletely independent of the input array. All the

other algorithms are quadrati on average, but linear in the worst ase. For random inputs and large

n, seletion sort performs at least twie the number of omparisons required by the other algorithms.

Staksort and insertion sort perform roughly the same number of omparisons for random inputs

(they atually di�er by a small, onstant fator). Both are outperformed by 2-insertion sort, whih

asymptotially needs only two thirds of the omparisons they require. When it omes to the worst

ase, 2-insertion sort is potentially twie as fast as the others for large instanes. The only inputs

for whih 2-insertion sort does not require fewer omparisons than insertion sort or staksort are

small, random ones (with n � 4 or n = 6) and sorted arrays (in this ase, 2-insertion sort requires

approximately 50% more omparisons).
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Algorithm best average worst

Seletion Sort

n

2

2

�

n

2

n

2

2

�

n

2

n

2

2

�

n

2

Staksort n

n

2

4

+

3n

4

�

1

2

n

2

2

+

n

2

� 1

Insertion Sort n� 1

n

2

4

+

3n

4

� 1

n

2

2

+

n

2

� 1

2-Insertion Sort 3

�

n

2

�

n

2

6

+

7n

6

�

4(nn2)

3

n

2

4

+ n�

5(nn2)

4

Table 1: Number of omparisons

5.2 Data Movements

For insertion sort and 2-insertion sort, a omparison is generally followed by a data movement. Hene,

both algorithms move O(n

2

) elements per exeution on average. Seletion sort and staksort, on

the other hand, swap only one pair of elements in eah iteration, regardless of the input array. As

a result, they move only O(n) array elements during the exeution, even in the worst ase.

However, if we also onsider updates to the value of maxpos (the position of the largest element

found in a given iteration), seletion sort an perform up to O(n

2

) data movements. This happens

for sorted inputs, for instane, sine the number of attributions is equal to the number of loal

maxima found in eah iteration i. For random inputs, the expeted number of loal maxima is

H(n � s + 1) = O(log n). Summing over all iterations, this results in O(n logn) assignments to

maxpos during the entire exeution of seletion sort for random inputs.

Compare this with staksort. The pseudoode in �gure 3 makes it lear that attributions to

maxpos are always related to a stak operation (pop or push). As we have seen in setion 3.3, there

will be only O(n) stak operations for any input array, whih means that staksort performs no more

than a linear number of attributions to maxpos. This is asymptotially better than the O(n logn)

average ase of seletion sort, let alone its O(n

2

) worst ase.

5.3 Memory Requirements

Seletion sort, insertion sort and 2-insertion sort are in-plae algorithms, in the sense that they need

only a �xed amount of extra memory regardless of the value of n. Seletion sort and insertion sort

need only memory enough to store one additional element; 2-insertion sort needs two extra elements.

For staksort, on the other hand, memory usage is a major issue. It needs not only memory

enough to hold an extra array element, but also up to n + 1 memory positions for the stak. For

random inputs, however, O(log n) memory positions should su�e, as we have seen in setion 3.3.

It is worth mentioning that the maximum amount of memory alloated for the stak depends only

on the number of elements, and not on the size of eah individual one. (This is not always true. The

amount of extra memory required by mergesort, for instane, is proportional not only to n, but also

to the element size.)

5.4 Almost Sorted Inputs

All the algorithms mentioned, with the exeption of seletion sort, are very e�ient for arrays

divided into setions with size at most k (a onstant) and organized suh that every element of a

given setion is not smaller than any element in previous setions.

Note that for insertion sort, 2-insertion sort and staksort, the last element of a setion ats as a

sentinel for the following one (this is not true for seletion sort). Hene, sorting the entire array an

be seen as sorting O(n) subarrays of size at most k. Eah setion requires O(k

2

) omparisons, but,

sine k is onstant, so is k

2

. Therefore, any of the three algorithms an sort these arrays in linear

time.
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Almost sorted arrays are partiularly important in optimized implementations of quiksort. The

algorithm is very e�ient asymptotially, but simpler, quadrati algorithms ahieve better running

times for very small instanes. Sine quiksort has a reursive nature, it an be made to proess only

subproblems with size greater than a given parameter (uto� ), ignoring smaller ones. Although the

resulting array will not be ompletely sorted, it will be divided into setions of size at most uto�

suh that no element of a given setion is smaller than any other element in previous setions.

Therefore, it an be sorted in linear time by insertion sort, 2-insertion sort or staksort.

Note that staksort must be used with are for almost sorted inputs. The expeted size of the

stak will no longer be O(log n), but O(n), sine at least one element of eah of the O(n) setions is

a loal maximum of the entire array.

6 Experimental Results

This setion presents some experimental results that show the atual behavior of the algorithms

disussed. We ompare the algorithms when proessing random, small (n � 80) arrays (subsetion

6.2) and when used as subroutines of quiksort (6.3).

6.1 Methodology

6.1.1 Implementation and Testing Environment

The algorithms were implemented as C++ templates and ompiled with GCC with the -O3 (full

optimization) �ag. In order to make the odes as e�ient as possible, pointer arithmeti was used

to aess the elements of the arrays (and the stak in staksort). The tests were performed on an

AMD K6-2 with 128 MB RAM running at 350 MHz under Red Hat Linux 6.1.

We ompare the algorithms in terms of their running times. Operation ounting ould also be

used, but there would be ertain restritions. Staksort, for instane, is the only one that requires

stak operations. There is no straightforward way to ompare them with the operations of the

insertion-based algorithms. On the other hand, atual running times provide a ommon ground for

omparing the algorithms. All times reported are CPU times, whih lead to more aurate results

than real time.

One must be aware, however, that any analysis based on running times leads to results that

are signi�antly dependent on both the implementation of the algorithms and the arquiteture in

whih they are tested. The relative performane of the programs is determined by the relative osts

of the basi operations they perform (omparisons, data movements, stak operations, et.). They

are determined not only by problem-spei� fators suh as the size of the elements, but also by

omputer-arhiteture fators, suh as number of registers and ahe size. Furthermore, sine we

are dealing with very similar algorithms, register alloation strategies (in other words, the ompiler)

may have a deisive in�uene over their relative running times.

Most of the instanes tested had running times too small to be measured with aeptable prei-

sion. In those ases, we onsidered the time neessary to sort a large set of random arrays with the

same number of elements (tipially �lling up most � but not all, to avoid I/O operations � of the

available memory). The arrays were reated in advane, already with the sentinels plaed in v[0℄. To

minimize ahe e�ets between exeutions, the order in whih the arrays were proessed was always

a random permutation of the order in whih they were reated. A di�erent random seed was used

for eah exeution of the program, so neither the arrays nor the permutations were the same aross

di�erent exeutions.
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6.2 Small Instanes

Figure 5 shows the performane of the quadrati algorithms for random, small arrays (3 � n � 80)

of 32-bit integer keys. The results for an optimized version of �pure� quiksort are also reported.

Eah point in the graphi represents the average time neessary to sort at least 2 million arrays,

divided into 10 equal-sized groups, eah orresponding to one exeution of the program. The number

of arrays per exeution was determined so as to �ll up approximately 64 MB of memory; therefore,

more arrays were tested for smaller values of n (for n = 3, there were almost 2.8 million arrays per

exeution).
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Figure 5: Running times for small instanes

First of all, it is interesting to notie that the algorithms in fat are better than quiksort for

small instanes. This partiular version of quiksort uses the median-of-three pivot seletion sheme

suggested by Sedgewik [2℄, whih makes the algorithm faster for large instanes but slows it down

for small ones.

The relative performane of insertion sort and 2-insertion sort follows what was predited. For

really small instanes (n � 4 and n = 6), insertion sort is the best hoie. For larger instanes,

2-insertion sort beomes the faster of the algorithms.

When it omes to staksort, equations 5 and 8 show that it requires roughly the same number

of omparisons in the average ase as insertion sort. However, aording to �gure 5, the atual

performane of staksort is not as good as that of insertion sort for small values of n. The ode for

staksort is more omplex, speially onsidering that it needs to perform stak operations. But sine

there is only a linear number of suh operations, they tend to beome less important as n inreases.

In fat, staksort beomes faster than insertion sort for large values of n (in our implementation,

this happens for n > 400, approximately). Staksort an also beome a serious ontender when

omparisons are omputationally muh heaper than assignments. This happens, for instane, when

the elements to be sorted are huge reords with small integer keys.
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6.3 Sorting Large Arrays with Quiksort

In this setion, we analyze how the quadrati algorithms an be used in onjuntion with quiksort.

We tested di�erent values of uto� (de�ned in setion 5.4) for quiksort with three of the quadrati

algorithms (insertion sort, 2-insertion sort and staksort). The results were ompared to eah other

and to �pure� quiksort. We omit the analysis of seletion sort beause both our theoretial and

experimental results have made it lear that we annot expet this algorithm to outperform the

others (preliminary tests have on�rmed this in pratie).

The general implementation of quiksort is exatly the same in every ase. The median-of-three

pivot seletion sheme was used in all variations. For the sake of e�ieny and to guarantee that only

O(log n) extra memory is required by quiksort, we opted for its iterative implementation, whih

expliitly uses a stak to keep the subproblems that must be sorted. Unlike the tests desribed in

the previous setion, where a sentinel was inserted in v[0℄ in advane, we made quiksort selet the

smaller of the �rst uto� elements to be the sentinel before using one of the quadrati algorithms

to sort v from position 2 to position n. Sine determining the sentinel requires only �(uto�) time,

this operation has only marginal in�uene over the running time of the entire algorithm.

As we mentioned in setion 5.4, the three quadrati algorithms are well suited to almost sorted

inputs. Therefore, we ould have used �interrupted� quiksort and make only one all to a quadrati

algorithm to �nish the sorting proess. However, our tests have shown that running these algorithms

several times (whenever quiksort has to sort a subproblem with fewer than than uto� elements)

is a faster alternative in most modern arhitetures, sine it makes better use of ahe memory. For

staksort, this approah has the additional feature of requiring onstant (O(uto�)) amount of extra

memory, instead of �(n). In order to keep the running times as small as possible, the quadrati

algorithms were implemented as maros, thus avoiding expensive funtion alls.

Figure 6 shows the running times of quiksort when used alongside with eah of the three

quadrati algorithms with uto�s ranging from 4 to 64. For all urves, the value orresponding

to uto� zero atually represents the running time of �pure� quiksort. Eah point represented

is atually the average of 1,000 exeutions of the algorithm (10 time measurements of groups of

100 exeutions). The arrays onsisted of 100,000 integer keys uniformly distributed in the interval

[1 : : : 10

6

℄, with repetitions allowed.

The graphi shows that any of the algorithms an be useful to speed up quiksort. The best

results were ahieved by 2-insertion sort, whih was up to 19% faster than �pure� quiksort. Despite

being marginally slower than insertion sort for small uto�s, for values larger than 20 2-insertion sort

is the best hoie. These results are ompatible with those shown in �gure 5, sine 20 is only an upper

bound on the number of elements in the subarrays atually sorted by the quadrati algorithms. It

is important to notie, however, that the preise point in whih 2-insertion sort superedes insertion

sort may vary aording to the implementation of both algorithms and quiksort itself.

Also implementation-dependent is the optimal uto�. There are some general priniples, however.

Firstly, faster algorithms usually ahieve their optima with higher uto�s. This means that less work

an be done by quiksort and more by the simpler, quadrati algorithm. In our implementation,

the optimal values were aproximately 12, 22 and 36 for staksort, insertion sort and 2-insertion sort,

respetively. Seondly, faster algorithms are less sensitive to the exat value of the uto�. Figure 6

learly shows that, after the optimum, running times for 2-insertion sort grow in a slower fashion

than for insertion sort. This would be irrelevant if we knew in advane the optimal uto� for every

instane the algorithm ould possibly have to solve. However, this is not feasible, speially when

we expet the ode for the algorithm to be ompiled in more than one arhiteture or to deal with

di�erent element types. In those ases, 2-insertion sort tends to be more �exible than insertion sort.

In our arhiteture, the best result ahieved by quiksort with 2-insertion sort is a little more

than 1% faster than the best of quiksort with insertion sort. Moreover, 2-insertion sort is the better

option for a small range of uto�s : any value from 20 to 57 makes this algorithm faster than insertion

sort with its optimal uto�.
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Figure 6: Performane of quiksort with three di�erent algorithms for n = 100; 000 (time for uto�

0 represents �pure� quiksort on all urves)

A �nal, important remark onerning the use of any quadrati algorithm with quiksort must be

made. Quadrati algorithms aelerate quiksort not beause they exeute fewer omparisons (this

only happens for very small uto�s), but beause their basi operations are simpler. Therefore, one

annot expet to ahieve performane gains as expressive as those obtained for integer arrays when

sorting more omplex elements (suh as strings, for instane).

7 Extensions and Related Work

Insertion sort and seletion sort have been extensively analyzed before [1, 2℄. To our knowledge,

there is no referene in the literature to an algorithm similar to 2-insertion sort. Staksort was

also developed independently, but we found out that it is very similar to an algorithm suggested

by Knuth in [1℄ (setion 5.2.3, exerise 8). Knuth's algorithm also �remembers� previously found

loal maxima. However, instead of using a stak, it uses an auxiliary array that ontains, for eah

element p, the position of the last loal maximum found before p beame a loal maximum. This

approah has the disadvantage that the arrays need initialization, whih an be relatively ostly

for small instanes. Moreover, the algorithm requires �(n) extra memory, while staksort an work

with only O(log n) on average.

Other Algorithms Comparison-based algorithms are abundant in the literature. We seleted

algorithms that seem to have ompetitive performane in pratie. Early experimental evaluation

showed that bubble sort and odd-even sort, for instane, are muh slower than the algorithms we

tested, speially due to the amount of data movement they require. Insertion sort with binary searh

was also implemented, but it only outperformed linear insertion sort for relatively large arrays (with
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more than 100 elements). Other algorithms, not neessarily quadrati, ould be tested. Shellsort

and bitoni sort, for instane, may be good alternatives.

One interesting family of algorithms that should be further analized is that of generalized versions

of 2-insertion sort. We use the generi demomination of k-insertion sort for these algorithms, where

k is any onstant greater than 1. In eah iteration, the k �rst elements of the unsorted part of the

array are sorted (using the original insertion sort, for instane) and then inserted in the appropriate

positions. Analyzing the expressions that desribe the omplexities of k-insertion sort for various

k values, we observe that, while the onstant multiplying the n

2

term gets smaller as k inreases,

the oe�ient of the linear term (n) gets larger. This means that larger k values may lead to

asymptotially better algorithms, but they are not neessarily faster for small instanes (whih is

what we are interested in). In fat, preliminary tests with 3-insertion sort have shown that, although

it outperformed insertion sort, it was not faster than 2-insertion sort for small values of n.

Other Appliations The algorithms we suggested were analyzed only when used to sort small

arrays and subproblems of quiksort. There are, however, other situations in whih they ould

be useful. Sorting small portions of the input in bottom-up mergesort is a simple one. Another

interesting appliation would be to use staksort or (speially) 2-insertion sort in shellsort, whih

originally works by applying insertion sort several times.

Experimental Analysis Another possible extension of this work involves more omprehensive

experimental testing. Other omputer arhitetures, programming languages and ompilers ould

be used. One ould also test the behavior of the algorithms for data strutures with more omplex

omparison funtions. Finally, testing the algorithms with both singly and doubly linked lists may be

interesting. They an deal with both data strutures � the only di�erene is that the insertion-based

algorithms must use left-to-right (instead of right-to-left) linear searh for singly linked lists.
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